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2016-11-15 Johnny Molloy Welcome to Hiking
Heaven It's no wonder the Monongahela
National Forest is such a popular destination.
It's the heart and soul of West Virginia and a
natural getaway for hikers and weekend
backpackers. With the Dolly Sods and Otter
Creek Wildernesses to the north and the
Cranberry Backcountry to the south--plus
special places like the Falls of Hills Creek and
Seneca Rocks--the "Mon" offers over 800 miles
of stunning hiking opportunities to rocky
overlooks, backcountry waterfalls, and even
botanically rare and rich parcels. Discover
mountain panoramas, untamed streams, and
remote wilderness all within a short drive of
Washington, D.C., and Richmond. In this
updated edition, hiking expert Johnny Molloy
shares everything you need to know about 40
five-star hiking trails for all levels and interests,
including route details, directions, nearby
attractions, GPS-based trail maps, elevation
profiles, and more in this easy-to-carry and
easy-to-use guidebook. Every trail is rated for
scenery, difficulty, trail condition, solitude, and
accessibility for children, so you know exactly
what to expect before beginning your next
adventure.

2010-03-23 Randy Johnson State Hiking Series
Each guide includes: - Hikes suited to every
ability - Accurate directions to popular as well
as less-traveled trails - Up-to-date trail
descriptions with mile-by-mile directional cues -

Detailed trail maps and GPS coordinates -
Difficulty ratings, average hiking times, and
best hiking seasons for each hike - Trail Finder
for best hikes with dogs, children, great views,
or wildlife viewing - Information on fees and
permits, contacts, events and attractions,
restaurants and accommodations, canine
compatibility, and more - Zero-impact and
wilderness safety tips and techniques *** The
year 2010 is the 75th anniversary of the Blue
Ridge Parkway, and this new edition of Hiking
the Blue Ridge Parkway is an indispensable
resource for anyone who uses the
Parkway—America's most heavily visited unit of
the National Park system—as a portal to the
Southern Appalachian experience. Including
the best trails in the national forests, state
parks, and private preserves that line the 469-
mile scenic road, this is a single-volume
solution for the serious explorer, whether on
foot or in a car.

1993 Walter Zyznieuski In this completely
revised, expanded, and updated edition, Walter
G. Zyznieuski and George S. Zyznieuski
describe sixty-nine trails that total more than
eight hundred miles. Thirteen new trails have
been added in this edition. All but four of the
original maps have been revised and updated
and many new photographs are included. Since
the first edition was published, there have been
many changes along the trails or at the parks or
forests where the trails were located. In order
to update their book, the Zyznieuskis contacted

the headquarters of each park and forest to
obtain detailed and up-to-date information. In
the appendixes the Zyznieuskis provide
information on obtaining trail maps, hiking
organizations, and rules and regulations for
Illinois state parks and recreation areas. As in
the first edition, the authors have hiked each
trail they describe. It is their firsthand
experience that makes it possible for them to
provide reliable, detailed, and up-to-date
information on each of these trails for Illinois
hikers and backpackers.

2024-04-16 Jennifer Pharr Davis Discover 35
five-star hiking trails near Asheville, North
Carolina, including popular routes and hidden
gems. Peaceful waterfalls, dramatic mountain
vistas, bountiful nature preserves, and, of
course, the Blue Ridge Parkway and Great
Smoky Mountains National Park—there’s no
better place to hit the trails than the Asheville
area. This diverse geographical region offers a
variety of easy, moderate, and strenuous hikes.
Travel through history at Mount Pisgah via
Buck Spring Lodge. Take in the scenery at Big
Firescald Knob. Bring the kids to Bearwallow
Mountain. Explore 35 of the region’s best, five-
star trails with this easy-to-carry and easy-to-
use guidebook. In the updated edition,
acclaimed author and record-setting
hiker/backpacker Jennifer Pharr Davis presents
everything you need to know about spectacular
outings that lead to mountain panoramas,
majestic waterfalls, remote wilderness,
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amazing wildlife, and more. Inside you’ll find:
Descriptions of 35 five-star hiking trails for all
levels and interests GPS-based trail maps,
elevation profiles, and detailed directions to
trailheads Insight into the history, flora, and
fauna of the routes Ratings for scenery,
difficulty, trail condition, solitude, and
accessibility for children Save time and make
the most of your hiking adventures. From easy
strolls in the deep woods to thrilling treks atop
mountains, experience the best of Asheville’s
breathtaking scenery and varied terrain. Lace
up, grab your pack, and hit the trail!

2020-10-13 Karen Berger An inspirational
bucket list for hikers, history buffs, armchair
travelers, and all those who wish to walk in the
hallowed footsteps of American history. 2020
GOLD WINNER OF THE FOREWORD INDIES
AWARD IN HISTORY 2021 NATIONAL
OUTDOOR BOOK AWARD WINNER From the
battlefields of the American Revolution to the
trails blazed by the pioneers, lands explored by
Lewis and Clark and covered by the Pony
Express, to the civil-rights marches of Selma
and Montgomery, this is the official book of the
country's 19 National Historic Trails. These
trails range from 54 miles to more than 5,000
and feature historic and interpretive sites to be
explored on foot and sometimes by paddle, sail,
bicycle, horse, or by car on backcountry roads.
Totaling 37,000 miles through 41 states, our
entire national experience comes to life on
these trails--from Native American history to

the settlement of the colonies, westward
expansion, and civil rights--and they are
beautifully depicted in this large-format
volume.

2008-03-20 Ben Cramer The complete
reference to recommended trails in the state.
The best of each region from Keystone Trails
Association members. Descriptions of hundreds
of trails plus a chapter on state's nine long-
distance trails.

2020-06-23 John Peel Now with a fresh design,
this fifth edition of the bestselling authoritative
guide for hikers in Southwestern Colorado
features new and updated trails, clear maps,
and beautiful color photographs. Used by
beginner and seasoned hikers alike for years
now, Hiking Trails of Southwestern Colorado
shares the best nature-walking excursions
around Durango, Silverton, Vallecito, and the
Colorado Trail areas. Taking you everywhere
from the refreshing waters of Ice Lakes Basin
to the glorious views of Engineer Mountain, this
new edition of the guidebook includes: More
than 60 trails and climbs plus 12 new hikes,
accompanied by corresponding maps and color
photographs Distance, elevation, difficulty
rating, and duration for each hike General
overview of the trail as well as quick but
important details on the route Options to other
paths and trails for the wandering adventurer
Enjoy the natural landscape and wild beauty of
Southwestern Colorado with this

comprehensive guide to Southwestern
Colorado’s favorite trails.

2014-03-24 Johnny Molloy North Carolina's 1.2
million acres of national forestland are some of
our state's most distinctive and botanically
diverse areas. Veteran nature writer Johnny
Molloy welcomes you to enjoy these beautiful
and often surprising wild areas, guiding you
safely there and back again. Molloy renders the
sometimes primitive trails accessible to both
beginner and more intrepid hikers, from
families with small children to dedicated
wilderness wanderers. Spotlighting the best
hikes in all four of North Carolina's national
forests--Nantahala, Pisgah, Uwharrie, and
Croatan, ranging from the mountains to the
coast--this book includes some of the state's
most heralded destinations and invites you to
explore many lesser-known gems. Features
include * A hike summary, including distance,
time, and difficulty of each trip * Detailed
instructions to keep you on the trail * GPS
coordinates of every trailhead, a narrative of
the hike, and can't-miss features * A cultural
and natural history of each area * Best seasons
to go * Fees and permits, as well as contact
information for each area * Photos and maps to
orient you

2020-02-18 Friends of the Mountains-to-Sea
Trail The Mountains-to-Sea Trail is an 1,175-
mile destination trail that crosses North
Carolina from Clingmans Dome in Great Smoky
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Mountains National Park to Jockey's Ridge
State Park on the Outer Banks. It traverses 37
counties, 7 national parks and forests, and
nearly a dozen state parks and historic sites.
This is the first-ever guide to day hikes along
the crown jewel of North Carolina foot trails.
Whether you're a seasoned hiker or new to the
outdoors, this official guide from Friends of the
Mountains-to-Sea Trail is your go-to companion
for exploring all the trail has to offer,
showcasing everything from scenic mountain
vistas to surprising escapes in the state's
Piedmont region and the wonders of coastal
plain pocosins. Features include - 40 hikes
carefully chosen to appeal to hikers of all
experience levels - Helpful hike finder feature
to identify the perfect hikes for birding,
waterfalls, history, universal accessibility, and
more - Turn-by-turn guidance and key points of
interest for each hike - Full-color maps and
photographs - Helpful information about the
trail's history and ongoing development

2012-07-17 Bill Schneider Lace up your boots
and sample more than one hundred hikes in
America’s most famous national park. Geysers,
paint pots, and glowing blue pools; deep
canyons with plunging waterfalls; broad river
valleys with seemingly endless views; and tall
rugged mountains—Yellowstone National Park
is a hiker’s paradise with more than 800 miles
of trails. Let veteran hiker and outdoor writer
Bill Schneider guide you on a wide variety of
day hikes and extended backpacking trips into

the vast interior of this national treasure.
Whether you’re a day-tripper or long-distance
hiker, old hand or novice, you’ll find trails
suited to every ability and interest in
Yellowstone National Park. Features Hikes
suited to every ability Detailed directions
Elevation profiles, difficulty ratings, and
information on hiking in bear country Full-color
photos throughout Full-color GPS-compatible
maps of each trail.

2012-06-04 Robert L. Williams This updated
third edition offers day hikes for all skill levels
and abilities, including an underground hike
through an old gold mine and a climb to the top
of the highest peak along the Blue Ridge
Parkway. The mountain ranges of North
Carolina—from the Blue Ridge and Great
Smokies to the southern foothills—are
distinguished by steep gorges, spectacular
waterfalls, lush forests, open vistas and
temperate weather, making them a popular
hiking destination in every season. This
updated third edition offers day hikes for all
skill levels and abilities, including an
underground hike through an old gold mine and
a climb to the top of the highest peak along the
Blue Ridge Parkway. In addition to trailhead
directions, hiking distances and times, safety
tips, and topographic maps, you’ll also find folk
stories, historical anecdotes, and natural
history information.

2010-03-12 David Weintraub Explore 56 trails

in the superb open spaces of San Francisco’s
East Bay The East Bay of San Francisco,
California, offers a diverse array of hiking
opportunities: the scenic shoreline of Point
Pinole, the furrowed foothills and windy summit
of Mount Diablo, trails that are home to the
flourishing bird and plant life on Pleasanton
Ridge and at Livermore’s Lake Del Valle. East
Bay Trails is the ideal guide to the best trips in
and around the area’s ridges, shores,
wilderness areas, lakes, and reservoirs. Written
by acclaimed author David Weintraub, this is
the most complete and up-to-date trail guide for
Alameda and Contra Costa counties. East Bay
Trails presents 56 hikes, complete with detailed
route descriptions and at-a-glance information
about length, time, difficulty, regulations, and
facilities. The text focuses mostly on hiking, but
other outdoors enthusiasts—fitness walkers,
joggers, equestrians, and bicyclists—can also
make good use of this guide. Inside you’ll find
56 hiking trips, ranging from mile-long strolls
to all-day treks, plus a few long hikes with
overnight options New trips in Lime Ridge
Open Space, Diablo Foothills Regional Park,
and Round Valley Regional Preserve Detailed
descriptions of each trip, plus updated maps
Appendix of the best hikes for any mood or
desire, whether it’s birdwatching, scenic vistas,
waterfalls, or an easy trip for kids “East Bay
Trails is the most complete and up-to-date
guide for Alameda and Contra Costa counties.”
—East Bay Express
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2018-04-24 Don J. Scarmuzzi Looking for the
perfect day hike in the Portland and Seattle
regions? This guidebook of the Pacific
Northwest provides avid hikers with full-color
photographs and maps, detailed information on
every trail's elevation, distance, difficulty, and
duration, and specifics of the route with the
author Don Scarmuzzi's own personal tips. Day
Hikes in the Pacific Northwest covers from the
South Cascades in Washington through Oregon,
including the North Coastal Range, all the way
to the Wallows in the northeast part of the
state. The guidebook includes colorful pictures,
detailed maps, concise directions with road
conditions to each trailhead, and information on
parking passes required, and whether there is a
restroom at the trail head. For each hike,
Scarmuzzi describes the mileage, compass
directions, landmarks, and suggested routes for
loops. Day Hikes in the Pacific Northwest
includes hikes from: Mount St. Helens-Indian
Heaven Wilderness-Gifford Pinchot National
Forest Mount Adams-Goat Rocks Wilderness
Mount Hood-Salmon Huckleberry Wilderness
Mount Jefferson-Opal Creek-Bull of the Woods
Wilderness Three Sisters Wilderness and South
Oregon Northern Coastal Range Eastern
Oregon-Wallowas Find more Pacific Northwest
trails in Don Scarmuzzi’s other books, Day
Hikes in the Columbia River Gorge and Day
Hikes in Washington State.

2012-06-19 Tom Watson Within the seven
county "metro" area that encompasses the Twin

Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul lies a
network of hundreds of miles of trails. Hikes
were selected to be representative of the area,
showcasing the park or region's main
attractions or personality. Some of these trails
are broad, paved corridors through multi-use
parks generously developed to provide a myriad
of recreational opportunities for the young and
old, the robust trekker, and the casual stroller.
Trails are based in a wide range of areas such
as walkways of grass winding through majestic
stands of Minnesota hardwoods. Other hikes
are spider-web networks that remind one of
well-used deer trails. Some are isolated within
a pocket of greenery surrounded by vast
ribbons of freeway concrete and broad
subdivisions. Others are woven within the
fabric of parklands so expansive that you could
literally spend weeks hiking all the networks
lying within their folds. Twin Cities' hiking is
huge so get the guide that gets you there and
back. This decisive guide to day hikes in the
Twin Cities’ area just got better. Updated maps,
new hikes, new photos, and brand-new
trailhead coordinates make Tom Watson's
authoritative guide even more useful than
before.

2017-09-26 Karen Berger FOREWORD INDIES
Book of the Year Awards — 2017 GOLD Winner
for Nature A hiker’s dream bucket list is
embodied in this lavishly illustrated celebration
of more than eighty of the world’s most iconic
trails. Celebrating the most important, popular,

and diverse hiking trails in the world, this book
invites readers to take a walking tour through
the planet’s natural wonders. Divided into six
sections, the book groups trails by theme:
pilgrimages, historic hikes, mountain hikes,
wilderness trails, trails through diverse
environments, and long-distance trails. From
Mount Kenya to subarctic hikes in Scandinavia,
and from exotic hikes in the Himalayas to more
familiar trails in the United States and Canada,
this book invites readers to explore the history,
environment, and cultures of the world on foot.
Each featured trail has its own section, with a
map and photo gallery focusing on what makes
it one of the most magnificent hiking trails
anywhere in the world. Included are detailed
descriptions and trail highlights. This book is
perfect for anyone interested in conservation,
outdoor recreation, or the myriad ways that
walking through a landscape is an intimate
exploration of its soul.

2014-09-23 Karen Berger INDIEFAB Book of
the Year Awards -- 2014 GOLD Winner for
Adventure & Recreation Society of American
Travel Writers Eastern Chapter -- Gold Award
Society of American Travel Writers Foundation
-- 2015 Lowell Thomas Travel Award for Best
Travel Book A hiker’s dream bucket list is
embodied in this lavishly illustrated celebration
of more than 50,000 miles of America’s most
iconic trails. Celebrating the forty most
important trails in America, this volume takes
the reader through forty-nine states and eight
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national parks. Literally tens of millions of
tourists and hikers visit these trails each year,
some of which wind through the country’s most
scenic natural wonders and virtually every
major ecosystem in America. Each featured
trail has its own section, complete with a map
and photo gallery, and the reader explores what
makes it one of the most magnificent hiking
experiences anywhere in the world. Trail
histories accompany detailed hiker-friendly
descriptions that highlight the most scenic
spots, with suggestions for shorter weekend
and day hikes. The stunning photographs take
the reader on a visual adventure conducted by
Bart Smith, the first person to hike all eleven
National Scenic Trails from end to end.
America’s Great Hiking Trails is perfect for
anyone interested in outdoor recreation and
conservation.

1997-06-29 Boyd Newman Want to walk for a
leisurely hour or two with the kids? Take them
to the Churchville Nature Center, with its re-
created Lenape Indian village and children's
exhibits. Or would you prefer a more strenuous
all-day hike? Try the rocky woods trail at Bake
Oven Knob, Bear Rocks, and The Cliffs. Or if
you're interested in wildlife, hike Green Lane
Reservoir where 260 species of birds have been
sighted. Perhaps you'd simply like to hike from
Pennsylvania to Delaware and back again. Then
White Clay Creek Preserve is for you. These are
only five of the forty hiking trails described in
Hikes Around Philadelphia. All are within an

hour and a half's drive of the city. Ranging from
1.0 to 12.6 miles in length, they will take you
through dense forests or wide-open meadows,
past early farmsteads or a ringing boulder field
from the last ice age. You can break your hike
with a visit to a restored home or leave
civilization behind on an isolated mountain
ridge. Some of the trails are gravel or paved, or
are canal towpaths, and are quite suitable for
young children, older adults, or wheelchair
hikers. Others are longer and more challenging,
including rugged sections of the Appalachian
Trail and the Horseshoe Trail. For each hike
Boyd Newman and Linda Newman provide a
detailed write-up, a trail map showing the hike
route on a USGS survey map, and directions to
the trailhead. They also include information on
distance, elevation, probable time, surface,
interesting features, facililities, disability
access, whether hunting is allowed in the
vicinity, and availability to public
transportation. This format allows you to
browse through the book and easily locate the
particular hike that appeals to you today. In a
concise introduction, the authors not only
explain how to get the most out of the book but
also give some hints on hiking safety and
appropriate clothing and equipment. This
handy reference offers: *a detailed write-up of
each hike *easy-to-read trail maps *directions
to the trail heads *information that are
accessible by public transportation *details
about handicap accessibility *lots of other
pointers that make planned or last-minute hikes

fun and easy for everyone

2018-06-05 Jennifer Pharr Davis Explore the
Best Trails of Asheville, North Carolina
Peaceful waterfalls, dramatic mountain vistas,
bountiful nature preserves, and, of course, the
Blue Ridge Parkway and Great Smoky
Mountains National Park—there’s no better
place to hit the trails than the Asheville area.
With the expert guidance of accomplished hiker
and local author Jennifer Pharr Davis, you’ll
find plenty of popular routes and hidden hiking
treasures. These 35 five-star hiking trails are
for all levels and interests, and they range
widely in elevation, distance, and difficulty.
Davis details everything from easy strolls in the
deep woods to thrilling treks atop mountains.
GPS-based trail maps, elevation profiles, and
detailed directions to trailheads help you get to
where you’re going. Trail descriptions and
expert insights into the history, flora, and fauna
of the routes enhance your enjoyment along the
way. Ratings for scenery, difficulty, trail
condition, solitude, and accessibility for
children help to ensure that you quickly find the
perfect trip. Save time and make the most of
your hiking adventures. Experience the best of
Asheville’s breathtaking scenery, varied terrain,
and amazing wildlife. Lace up, grab your pack,
and hit the trail!

2013-04-22 Robert Loewendick Five-Star Trails:
Columbus is the most current and
comprehensive guide to hiking the area and
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rates hikes on the following factors: scenery,
trail condition, difficulty, appropriateness for
children, and solitude. Each hikes also includes
detailed landmarks, flora, fauna, and local
history. In this Columbus guide, an impressive
collection of routes ranges north, east, south,
and west from the metro center, as well as
within the urban setting. This capital city is rich
in metro parks, natural areas and preserves,
state parks, and state forests. And this diversity
of hiking terrain invites all levels of abilities
and skills. Thus, this guidebook is geared not
only to avid trekkers seeking more challenge
than a paved neighborhood path, but also to
families and senior citizens. Outdoor
enthusiasts of every stripe will have reason to
grab this book and, well, take a hike. Sized for
easy carrying or tossing into a backpack, this
handy guide will quickly become a treasured
resource among Columbus locals and visitors
alike.

2015-04-24 Jeff Romano *CLICK HERE to
download sample hikes from Day Hiking New
England* •*Provides difficulty ratings, hike
distances, GPS coordinates, elevation gains,
permitting information, and more •*115
routes—including many loops •*Doesn’t overlap
with the author’s 100 Classics Hikes: New
England—together the two guides capture more
than 200 unique hiking routes! The hikes
described in this guidebook showcase the
breadth and diversity of New England’s
picturesque landscapes: from the sand dunes of

Cape Cod to the lofty summits of the White
Mountains, from the sweeping ridges of the
Berkshires to Maine’s rocky coastline, from the
traprock cliffs of the Connecticut River Valley
to the lush forests of Vermont. Taking
advantage of the patchwork of conserved lands
protected over the past century, the book
showcases the region’s premier hiking
destinations that include national parks,
forests, and wildlife refuges; state parks, public
lands, and wildlife management areas; and land
trust preserves. Jeff has detailed a range of
trails, from a nearby hike you can knock out
before dinner, to one promising more challenge
and big rewards in terms of views and solitude.
This new guide covers the best day hiking trails
in six states, including short jaunts on the
Appalachian Trail, the lush hills and coast of
Maine, the White Mountains of New
Hampshire, the Long Trail in Vermont, the
Massachusetts coast, the Berkshires and
forests of Connecticut, and the preserves of
Rhode Island. **Mountaineers Books designates
1 percent of the sales of select guidebooks in
our Day Hiking series toward volunteer trail
maintenance. Since launching this program,
we’ve contributed more than $14,000 toward
improving trails. For this book, our 1 percent of
sales is going to Washington Trails Association
(WTA). WTA hosts more than 750 work parties
throughout Washington’s Cascades and
Olympics each year, with volunteers clearing
downed logs after spring snowmelt, cutting
away brush, retreading worn stretches of trail,

and building bridges and turnpikes. Their
efforts are essential to the land managers who
maintain thousands of acres on shoestring
budgets.

2019-12-10 Rob Rachowiecki Explore the Best
Trails in Tucson, Arizona Encircled by
mountains, blessed with awe-inspiring desert
scenery, and flanked to its east and west by
Saguaro National Park, Tucson is an absolute
hiker’s nirvana. Hundreds of trails provide
endless opportunities to explore. With the
expert guidance of local author Rob
Rachowiecki, you’ll experience 38 five-star
hiking trails, for all levels and interests, divided
into six distinct areas in and around the city.
Bag a peak, or take a dip in a swimming hole.
Immerse yourself in the region’s American
Indian history, or wander among towering rock
formations. With ratings for scenery, difficulty,
trail condition, solitude, and accessibility for
children, you can find your perfect outings with
just a glance. GPS-based trail maps, elevation
profiles, and detailed directions to trailheads
help to ensure that you always know where you
are and where to go. Insights into the history,
flora, and fauna of the routes entertain and
educate while you are out on the trails. Save
time and make the most of your hiking
adventures. Experience the best of Tucson’s
breathtaking scenery, varied terrain, and
amazing wildlife. Lace up, grab your pack, and
hit the trail!
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1994 Don DeFoe Map has titles: Great Smoky
Mountains trail map; Great Smoky Mountains
hiking map.

2024-06-04 Seth Brooks Hiking Kansas
introduces hikers of all abilities to 40-45 of the
greatest hiking adventures across the state.
Complete with thorough hike descriptions, mile
by mile directional cues, detailed maps and
useful information on the surrounding area
there is something for every hikers. Between
rolling prairies, wooded river valleys, and an
abundance of wildflowers and wildlife, a wealth
of natural beauty awaits you on the hiking trails
of Kansas.

1999 Rich Freeman A guide to 51 short hikes
through the forests, glens, bogs and hills of
central and western New York State.

2000 Rich Freeman The walks, rambles, strolls,
and hikes in this book are designed for people
who delight in exploring unique or little-known
places. The trails lead through forests, fields,
marshes, hills, and arboretums where you can
enjoy the natural world. This book will help you
learn more about local history, get much-
needed exercise, introduce children to the joys
of nature, or find new places to walk your dog.
Don't stash it away in winter either. Many of
the trails are good for cross-country skiing and
snowshoeing.With this guide, you'll be able to
explore the Rochester area with ease and
confidence. Each of the 60 walks is rated for

difficulty, type of terrain, and described by
length and estimated time required. In addition,
you'll know how to easily find the trails and
parking. Whether young or young at heart, you
can enjoy the adventures this guide brings to
life.

2016-02-22 Johnny Molloy Nashville is best
known as the capital of country music, but
located in the Cumberland River Valley
surrounded by hills of the Highland Rim, the
middle Tennessee city is also home to a great
variety of hiking trails. With new hikes and
updated maps, trailhead directions, and photos,
the new edition of 60 Hikes Within 60 Miles:
Nashville by veteran Tennessee outdoorsman
Johnny Molloy gives outdoor enthusiasts plenty
of hikes to choose from. From historical hikes
such as the Gordon House and Ferry Site Walk
and the Confederate Earthworks Walk to great
recreational trails like the Anderson Fitness
Trail and the Couchville Lake Loop, hikers of all
ages and fitness levels will find a trail to their
liking within a short drive from home.

1998 Outdoor Books & Maps Described in this
guide are 30 trails for hikers of all ages and
skill levels. Trails range from short, easy hikes
to more difficult challenges. Camping
information, estimated hiking time, trail
narratives, directions to trailheads, maps, trail
length, elevation gains, difficulty, and much
more are included.

2016-05-16 Matt Willen Although known
predominantly for its Pennsylvania Dutch
culture, the Gettysburg battlefield, and the
cities of Harrisburg, Lancaster, and York,
south-central Pennsylvania is home to many
tracts of public lands that offer a diverse array
of hiking experiences. From the gentle farm
country of Lancaster and York Counties, to the
steep-sided ravines along the Susquehanna
River, to the rugged ridges north of Harrisburg,
and the rolling hills of South Mountain, you'll
find hikes to suit about any taste and interest.
60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: Harrisburg, by local
outdoorsman Matt Willen, provides the first and
most comprehensive hiking guide to the region.
Each hike description features key information
on length, hiking time, difficulty, configuration,
scenery, traffic, trail surface, and accessibility.
This guide features information on the history
and natural history of the areas the hikes pass
through, detailed trail maps and elevation
profiles, clear directions to the trailheads and
trailhead GPS data, and tips on nearby
activities.

2011-01-24 Matt Willen Although known
predominantly for its Pennsylvania Dutch
culture, the Gettysburg battlefield, and the
cities of Harrisburg, Lancaster, and York, south
central Pennsylvania is home to many tracts of
public lands that offer a diverse array of hiking
experiences. From the gentle farm country of
Lancaster and York Counties, to the steep-sided
ravines along the Susquehanna River, to the
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rugged ridges north of Harrisburg, and the
rolling hills of South Mountain, you'll find hikes
to suit about any taste and interest. 60 Hikes
within 60 Miles:Harrisburg provides the first
comprehensive hiking guide to the region. Each
hike description features: Key information on
length, hiking time, difficulty, configuration,
scenery, traffic, trail surface, and accessibility
Information on the history and natural of
history of the areas the hikes pass through A
detailed trail map and elevation profile Clear
directions to the trailhead and trailhead GPS
data Tips on nearby activities Whether you are
a local looking for new places to explore, or a

visitor in the area for business or pleasure, 60
Hikes within 60 Miles: Harrisburg will provide
plenty of options for outings lasting a full day to
a couple of hours,all within about an hour's
drive of Harrisburg and the surrounding
communities.

2016-04-18 Johnny Molloy Five Star Trails:
Roanoke and the New River Valley showcases
40 hikes in the mountains, valleys, and
Piedmont of Western Virginia. The guide
includes an array of treks reflecting the area's
superlative scenery, from wild waterfalls in the
New River Valley to highland wildernesses of

the Jefferson National Forest, historic paths
along the Blue Ridge Parkway, and waterside
strolls beside Smith Mountain Lake. It is
authored by the Southeast's most experienced
outdoors writer, Johnny Molloy. Hikes in this
book range from just under 2 miles to over 10
miles, creating opportunities for hikers of all
ages, and will accommodate your desires for
hikes of multiple lengths, depending on mood,
time, and company. Trail configurations are
diverse as well--including out-and-back hikes,
loops, and balloon loops. Hike settings vary
from developed county parks to the back of
beyond.
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